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Professor Mat Logan assumed office as Vice-Chancellor of Monash University two weeks ago. Here he looks at the
challenges and opportunities the university faces, and suggests . . .

IT'S TIME FOR NEW DIRECTIONS
This is a time for some new directions, as well as a
recommitment to the values and vitality that have characterised
Monash as one of the first post-war Australian universities. In the
early years we prospered on the basis of the comparative
`dvantages enjoyed by new universities at a time of generous

Lesource funding and strong student demand.
Our future development will be based to a large extent,
however, on a new set of comparative advantages that we have to
identify and exploit.
We are entering a far more competitive environment not only
for resources but for high quality undergraduate and graduate
students. Demographic trends, for exaniple, indicate that there
could be a downturn in the number of applicants for
undergraduate places in higher education in Victoria in about
four years. In addition, some colleges of advanced education may
be allowed to enrol Ph.D. candidates-a decision which, almost
certainly, will have implications for the funding arrangements of
colleges and universities. And it is clearly not realistic to expect
any significant increase in our recurrent funding from
governments.
We can anticipate that, with the emergence of new higher
education institutions like the Curtin University of Technology,
debate will begin in earnest about the appropriate roles of higher
education institutions. I believe that it is in the interests of
Monash University and society generally for there to be a clear
`{stinction between universities like Monash and other kinds of
```nigher education institutions. It is equally important that

mechanisms be found to facilitate the flow of able students from
one type of institution to another. In this we may need to look at
our credit transfer policies, both at Monash and system-wide.
What are some of our comparative streDgths at present?
• We clearly have a large number of outstanding researchers,
research groups and departments with excellent international
reputations. These are our real strengths and I believe it will
become increasingly important to concentrate more of our
resources in these areas. We all need to understand that there is
simply not uniformly excellent quality across the entire
university.
• We have an administrative structure in which a great deal of

responsibility falls on departmental chairmen, on directors of
centres and on the deans of the faculties. Generally speaking,
this structure has been sufficiently flexible to allow the
development of interdisciplinary work and tr.e creation of new
centres of research. Although its function is soinetimes
misunderstood, the Committee of Deans, a source of regular
and systematic advice to the Vice-Chancellor, is one of our
great strengths.
• Our ability to raise funds in research is impressive; and we have
begun the process of marketing our expertise and extending
our links with the private sector.

• Monash is probably the best known and most widely respected

Australian university throughout southeast and east Asia and I
continue to be impressed with the international reputation we
have gained in 25 years.
• We have always had a strong commitment to the local
community and many university facilities are used extensively
by Melbourne residents.
• In spite of the problems that a (slightly) ageing staff poses, I
firmly believe there is a sense of corporate spirit and a capacity
for change at Monash.

How might we expand on the base already established? I
Our overarching objectives must be to foster our existing
research strengths, take new initiatives in areas where we have
advantages over others, give high priority to excellence in teaching
and pursue vigorous fund raising. We must make certain that our
reputation is more than a facade: there is no point in a university
being well regarded outside if it is not doing its best for the
Students inside.

Continued overleaf

In considering comparative advantages, a number of
approaches come to mind.
Clearly our present strengths can be consolidated or extended,
but we can also look for elements in the environment that can be
exploited. An example is our geographical location in the
demographic centre, and in one of the most rapidly growing
corridors of the Melbourne metropolitan area. As well, we can
gain a comparative advantage by seeking, before others, academic
areas in which it is desirable to move. This strategy requires
initiative from professors and deans of course, but also from a
range of alternative information sources, including sound
institutional analyses and views from outside the university.
Another tactic that has increasingly become a comparative
advantage at Monash is our ability to do interdisciplinary research
and teaching as, for example, through the formation of centres.
Most of our successes and failures are related to the quality of
our staff, both academic and hon-academic. It is most important
for us to continue, wherever appropriate, to recruit staff from all
parts of the world, and I would like to see more flexibility in
salary structures to enable us to attract the best minds and talents.
I would like to encourage a more entrepreneurial spirit, leading to

new ideas for research, new programs, innovation-and new
ways to finance research. In short, I am arguing for a change in
the culture of the organisation whereby we move to a more proactive stance in our endeavours. The non-academic staff, so
crucial to the life of the university, have the right to see career
opportunities and be rewarded adequately for their work.
A good deal of responsibility for staff performance and staff
morale lies with departmental chairmen. Indeed, strong
departments, administered by professors who, in turn, work with
their deans, are the cornerstone of the Monash system.
Despite their long-standing commitment to peer review for
funding, the publication of research results and so on, all
universities are under pressure to be more openly accountable for
their expenditure of public funds. In light of the magnitude of
federal government expenditure in higher education and the
macroeconomic difficulties faced by the nation, the argument for
more accountability is understandable.
I take the view that there should be more self-evaluation within
departments, a process which should also identify their strengths
and weaknesses, reach agreement as to where they would like to
be in five years' time and devise strategies to achieve their
objectives. I appreciate that this process is being implemented in
many areas, but I would like to see the entire university move to a
more strategic approach. a process which, after wide
consultation, will lead to the setting of institutional priorities.

There are some immediate tasks that need to be tackled in the
central administration.
• Graduate studies and research need to be strengthened. An
infrastructure will be required to develop research policies, coordinate research activities, guide and advise the Ph.D. and
Research Committee and the Special Research Grant
Committee, manage our graduate scholarship scheme, provide
advice on outside funding opportunities, seek the best
qualified students from inside and outside Australia and
generally give the University a higher profile for its graduate
school. There are many opportunities at Monash to develop
coursework Masters' degrees, short courses, new research
centres and so on, and at the graduate level we have complete
control over the standards of the students we admit.
• For some years now we have argued that one of our
competitive advantages is our physical proximity to the
research activities of CSIRO, BHP and Telecom, but, in fact,
we have not really capitalised on this opportunity. I would like
these relationships and those with other agencies, to be
explored, leading, if appropriate, to the formal signing of
affiliation agreements.
• I have said a number of times over the past 12 months that, in
positioning itself in the wider context, the university has to
consider its contribution to the development of the nation. If

we seriously address that question it is impossible to ignore the
need for resources in the management/technology/computer
science areas.
• Interdisciplinary work at both graduate and undergraduate

levels should be encouraged, Our procedures and regulations
must be flexible enough to allow us to handle innovations and
innovative people and to reward them appropriately.
• A high priority is being given to building links with the private
sector and with public sector agencies. Our company, Montech
Pty Ltd, will be active in this field and I worild encourage those
departments whicli already have such links to discuss them with
Paul Hudson, the chief executive of the company. (Dr Hudson
can be contacted on ext. 3038.)
• There is a need to address the public relations side of the
university. In North America this is now considered to be so
important that it, and fund-raising, have become the main
responsibilities of the University president. Our system is
different, but the problem is equally pressing.
• Some faculties have been successful in establishing alumni

organisations, but as a university our record is not particularly

good: one of our first tasks will be to examine what we have
already achieved and arrive at a strategy for further action.
• The Professorial Board exercises a review or plenary role and is
not really an initiating body. This means that faculty board^

have a particularly important role as do the committees of 1~
Professorial Board. The Development Committee has become
the forward planning committee of the board and its role
should be expanded to provide policy advice relating to the
long term development of the university. Clearly, its work has
to be co-ordinated with the Committee of Deans and the
Planning Committee of Council.
• It is important for the university to attract the ablest students

whatever their background and range of educational
experience. We should be pursuing the evaluation of new
alternatives to attract bright prospective students to Monash in
increasing numbers.
• Concerns about an inflexible salary structure and lack of
incentives for academic and general staff suggest that increased
emphasis be placed on staff development and performance
management. Early attention to these issues should help to
encourage the development of pro-active attitudes amongst
members of the University community.
Over the next six months I shall continue my visits to all
departments and units in the University. And, within the
constraints of office, 1'11 welcome all constructive criticisn'

suggestions and advice that anyone cares to offer.

Mat Logan,
Vice-Chancellor

CENTRAL SERVICES STAFF CHANGES
Mr Ross Cummins, formerly an administration officer with the
Australian Road Research Board, has been appointed assistant
manager of Central Services.
Mr Cummins will be responsible for parking, cleaning, security
and transport/portering. He can be contacted on ext. 4082.
He succeeds Dave Newton, who retired at the end of last year.
Mr Bruce Walker has been appointed to the newly-created
position of Services Officer.
He is available on ext. 3057 and will handle all inquiries relating
to furnishings, central store, PABX, telex, facsimile, mail, and
garage services.

MONSTER GARAGE SALE
A Monster Garage Sale and Craft Market, the Monash
University Parents' Group's first major activity for 1987, will be
held in the Humanities Car Park on Sunday 15 March.
Selling sites are available from $9 to S15 and the sale will be on

from 8 am to I pin.
For further information and applications for selling sites,
telephone 570 3337 or ext. 3100.

CAR ALLOWANCE INCREASE
The allowance for private motor vehicles used for university
business was increased to 32c/kin on 2 February after a ruling by
the Universities General Staff Conciliation and Arbitration
Board.

HONORARY DEGREE FOR INSTITUTE HEAD
Professor Paul Korner, director of the Baker Institute and a

professor of Medicine at Monash, was awarded an honorary
Doctor of Science from the University of New South Wales on 4
February.
The degree was awarded in recognition of his contribution to
medical science and his past association with UNSW.

1987 UNIVERSITY SERVICE
The annual University Service will be held in the Large Chapel,
Religious Centre, on Thursday, 5 March at I.10 pin.
This year's speaker, Ms Elizabeth Britten, Principal of
Shelford Anglican Girls School, will address the topic "Current
ethical issues in education".
Members of the university will offer prayers and readings and
music will be provided by the Monash University Choral Society,
Ian Donald (baroque flute) and Merrowyn Deacon (organ).

L,

VISITOR TO `RECONSTRUCT' CLIMATE
A Monash nominee for an Australian-European Award plan
has been successful.

Dr Francoise Gasse, from France, was one of five overseas
students recommended by Monash for this program and the
Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan.
She will use Monash as the base for her research and will travel
to Tasmania, South Australia, West Australia and the Northern
Territory to continue her study of lake level fluctuations.
From this field work she hopes to be able to reconstruct
Australia's past climate.

STAFF REQUIRED FOR HALLS
Staff are required as residents for the Halls of Residence in
1987.

No duties are attached to the positions and staff and
postgraduate students are invited to apply.
Resident staff are encouraged to participate in the Halls'
activities as fully as possible, however.
Weekly prices are $74.20 for staff and $66.85 for postgraduate

Lt':redpehnot:e fe::enss£]Pog:: bed-Study With Private bathroom and
Further information and application forms are available from
the Halls Admission Office, ext. 3930.

FLORA AND FAUNA PARTICIPATORY PROGRAM
Applications are being invited by the Australian Biological
Resources Participatory Program for support in 1988.
The program is interested in collecting, describing and
classifying Australian plants and animals and determining their
distribution.
Collected information will go towards the production of
various volumes on Australian fauna and flora.
Further information is available from Mr Peter Bridgewater,
Director, Australian Biological Resources Study, Bureau of Flora
and Fauna, GPO Box 1383, Canberra, ACT 2601.
Application forms are available from the Research Grants
Officer. ext. 3073.

Applications, endorsed by the chairman of department and the
dean and accompanied by 11 copies, must be lodged with the
Research Administration Officer, Mr R. H. Harle, by 3 April.

ETHICS IN BUSINESS
A series of six talks by leading professionals'on ethical issues in
their field will be held at Monash every Thursday, starting on 5
March.

The series, called "Current ethical issues in the professions and
occupations", is being organised by Careers and Appointments
together with the Chaplains' Office.
The talks are on: Education with Ms Elizabeth Britten,
Principal of Shelford Anglican Girls' School, on 5 March;
Engineering with Professor John Crisp, Professor of Engineering
Dynamics, on 12 March; Law with Professor Christie
Weeramantry of Law on 19 March; Accountancy with Mr
Kimberley Smith, Chartered Accountant, on 23 March;
Journalism with Mr John Larkin, The Age, on 2 April; and
Computing with Mr Fred Bendeich and Mr Peter Murton,
Australian Computing Society, on 9 April.
All talks will be held in Rotunda 3, except for the Education
talk, which will be in the Large Chapel, Religious Centre.
The talks begin at I pin.

BICENTENARY SPEAKERS IN EUROPE
The Australian Studies Centre at the University of London is
calling for Australian speakers who will be in Britain or Europe
during 1988.

The centre, together with a number of European universities, is
planning a conference on Australian history, literature,
geography and sociology in Denmark around September 1988 to
mark Australia's Bicentenary.
Speakers interested in participating in other Bicentenary events
in Europe can also register their names with the Australian
Studies Centre.
Further information is available from Professor Tom Millar,
Institute of Commonwealth Studies, 27-28 Russell Square,
London WCIB 5DS.

RESEARCH CO-OPERATION WITH FRANCE
A Commonwealth Department of Science committee, chaired
by Professor Asbjorn Baklien, Monash's newly appointed
professor of Industrial Chemistry, is looking for research topics
suitable for co-operative research with French groups.
The Promotion of Australian International Research Cooperation (PAIR) program will promote Australian science and
technology in France, and explore joint research opportunities.
Professor Bruce Holloway, chairman of Genetics, is also on the
three-man steering committee.
A detailed brochure outlining the program and how to apply
for participation is available for perusal from the Information
Office, University Offices.
Further information is available from the Secretary, PAIR
Steering Committee, P0 Box 65, Belconnen, ACT 2616, or from
Brian Delroy (062) 64 4346 or Mike Bishop (062) 64 4129.

ADMINISTRATION CHARGE UNDHR REVIEW
Monash has two representatives on the committee set up by the
federal government to assess the changes in tertiary enrolments
brought about by the government's administration fee. They are
Mr Tony Pritchard, Registrar, and Mrs Anne Seitz of the
department of Anthropology and Sociology. Mrs Seitz is

president

of

the

Council

of

Australian

Postgraduate

Associations.

The Minister for Education, Senator Susan Ryan, said after the
committee's first meeting that the report, due at the end of
March, would be in time for the government to change the
administration charge in the Budget deliberations if needed.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Irish Government
The Irish Government is offering a scholarship to an Australian for
study at an Irish institution to mark Australia's bicentenary.
Applicants must hold or be working towards a higher degree and be
doing postgraduate research.
The scholarship provides registration and tuition fees and a living
allowance of $57cO for the academic year.
Applications close 6 March and application forms are available from
the Secretary, Irish Government Bicentennial Scholarship, Department of
Education, PO Box 826, Woden, ACT 2606.

RESEARCH GRANTS

ARCS Grants

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available, not previously listed in Sound:

Applications are invited for Australian Research Grants Scheme grants
for 1988 for initial or renewed support.
Applications must be lodged with the Research Administration Ofricer,
Mr R. H. Harle, by 13 March.
***

Heart Foundation
The National Heart Foundation is inviting applications for grants in
aid of cardiovascular health education projects.
Applications must be lodged with the Research Administration Officer,
Mr R. H. Harle, by 25 March.
***

Rural credits development fund
The Reserve Bank of Australia is inviting applications for support of
research into plant, animal and soil science, economics and management
of Australian primary production.
The grant will be for a maximum of S150,000 over a three-year period.
The bank is also inviting applications for major grants of $400,000 over
three years.
A major project is one which can be shown to be of national
importance.
Research fellowships are also being offered by the bank for a year for
research in agriculture, horticulture or pastoral activities, fishing or
forestry.
Applications for all Reserve Bank grants and fellowships must be
lodged with the Research Administrat-ion Officer, Mr R. H. Harle, by 20
March.
***

Further information on the al)eve grants and fe]]owships is avai]ab]e from
the Research Grants Officer. ext. 3073.

COMPTROLLER
Administration Data Processing-Secretary; Salaries Office-Clerk
3/4
ENGINEERING
Chemical Engineering-Chemical Engineer; Materials
Engineering -Secretary; M echanical Engineering -Technical officer
A or B/Senior; Technical Officer A

HIGHER EDUCATION AND RESEARCH UNIT (HEARU)
Secretary (part-time)

LAW
Stenographer Grade 2/Word Processing Stenographer Grade 1
LIBRARY
Economics Library-Junior Library Assistant

MEDICINE
Medicine (P.H.H.)-Registered Nurse; Research Officer; Research
Assistant I ; Physiology-Junior Technieal Assistant; Junior Typist
Grade 2/Junior Word Processing Typist Grade I
SCIENCE
Computer Science-Technical Officer 8

UNION
Typist Grade 2/Word processing Typist Grade I

`+

Copies of relevant advertisements can be seen on application to Room
106, first floor, University Offices Annexe.

All applications must carry a job reference number obtainable from
Personnel Branch.
Telephone inquiries extension 4039.

INTERNATIONAI, NEWS
Tl]e Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee supplied the fo]]owing
items of interest.

Applications are invited by the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and
Principals in the United Kingdom for the 1987 Overseas Research
Students' Awards for postgraduate research. The awards are tenable at
most British universities and are for an initial period of one year. The
awards cover the difference between, the tuition fee for a British

postgraduate student and the fee for an overseas postgraduate student.
Application forms are available from the Secretary, Committee of ViceChancellors and Principals, 29 Tavistock Square. London WCIH 9EZ,
United Kingdom, and applications must be lodged in London by I May.
***

An international symposium, "Communications in agriculture" , will
be held in England from 30 June to 6 July. The symposium, being
organised by the Royal Agricultural Society of England, will immediately
precede the 1987 Ruyal Agricultural Show and will interest agricultural
advisers, agricultural communications educators and agricultural
communicators.
***

A booklet giving details of the 23rd International Seminar on Port
Management, to be held in the Netherlands from 18 May to 25 June. is
available from the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Canberra. Engineers
with port management experience can apply. The seminar, being
organised by the International Institute of Hydraulic and Environmental
Engineering together with Netherland port authorities, will have
discussion sessions alternated with excursions to Netherland ports.
***

Applications are invited by the Commission of the European
Communities for teaching staff under the age of 40 who are looking for
grants for individual or team research into European integration.
Applications close in Brussels on I March.
***

Information brochures for the above are available from Heather Nash,
Administrative Officer, AVCC, GPO Box 1142, Canberra, ACT 2601.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Information Officer
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